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Measuring Our Success 
 

bold spirit! 

     you who are 

not in my american history book 

     telling tales of 

wilderness trails and a dream 

     sharing the lettered 

adventures of the woman homesteader 

     and anthropological snapshots of a people gone 

before, the 

huron: farmers of the north  

     a nation nurtured  

     ‘till commerce took hold? or to 

     consider the 

politics of breastfeeding 

     is it free labor, or a labor of love?  

     as we journey by way of the 

orphan train 

     an unsung peoples’ 

     whose stories uncover 

the way we never were . . . 

     is this, then, the true story, the 

measure of our success? 
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OH, ELIXIR OF LIFE! 

 

Hands have died, plucking 

firm red berries 

beneath 

a blistering sun, to bring 

corporate accounts to 

their hidden peak. 

Do those hands 

dwell above  

or beneath 

our double bottom line? 
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The Way We Wobble 
 

An orange-footed wobbler paced across state-owned  
(that’s code for we own) grass, 
her dull brown plumage  
glinting when she paused to preen  
her brilliantly orange palmate: 
a generous propulsion system for water fowl  
and perhaps just a bit cumbersome  
when locked on dry land. 
Further beyond our mistress of dabbling,  
shorn grass grows into knee-high sward; 
the lawn-keeper’s dereliction of duty 
explained in a hand-written sign:  
 

Duck nesting area.  
We’ll mow after her ducklings are grown and gone. 

 

Along the growing edge, and even further beyond that 
whir precariously planted pinwheels,  
their sun-sparkled blades  
a quiet call to arms for:  
 

               children lost  
                  children we are losing  
                    children who might lose themselves  
                         to see if someone cares. 
 

And I wondered, 
not for the first time,  
and with some dismay: 
what our world could be  
if we took such care  
of our own tender mamas  
and their wee, precious babies? 
 
 

Inspired by the annual April planting of pinwheels, a visible reminder of the 
role we all play in preventing child abuse.  www.preventchildabuse.org 

http://www.preventchildabuse.org/
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OLYMPIA ALMANAC 

 
Today’s weather: fair, with blue skies. A bit of an anomaly but I 
really don’t mind.  My body cries out for fresh air and sunshine, 
those critical elements that pop pussy willows, cherry blossoms 
and tulips to line each fence; a tamed nature to mark the 
boundaries conscientious neighbors stay behind. These same 
private neighbors hold a peculiar devotion to social justice, 
environmental advocacy, and the rights of the homeless -- but no 
responsibility for finding workable solutions, or building bridges 
of mutual dignity and common respect. Where is the consent? 
Over the years, a contest of wills has soured the options, like milk 
too long left on the kitchen counter. It’s a sad little story, 
excavating bones buried beneath pink petals, where behind 
every door and under every rock hides a political gamer. In this 
town, a casual walker easily finds the smell of urine, taste of 
despair, and remnants of lives once filled with dreams, now piled 
in nooks where the homeless lay their heads. 
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THE SUN CHEATERS OF HOPE 
 

A brazen flash mob was caught on camera storming a California 
store making off with 200 million dollars’ worth of hope. In the 
absence of charitable inclination, 
hope was dispensed as disposable salvation. 

 

Some lawbreakers wear hope when they commit their crime 
hiding their need, hiding their greed, hiding their identity. 

 

Once vintage in kind, now mass produced and clumsily 
designed, hope is a cheat, blinding the inner eye. 
Hope fails to outline in clarity that the cost of suffering does 
not, in fact, produce quality. 

 

Does your hope wear broad temple arms? 
Do leather blinders bind your fear? 

Does your hope prevent infection by reality’s guided intention? 
 

There has been speculation that using hope to hide 
abnormality, inner impairment, the broken dream, 
provokes the onset of cancerous grief.  
Hiding behind hope creates an intimidating disguise  
against those not wearing hope, those fearing to die. 
 

Mirrored hope hides the tiny tells. 
A definite advantage in the high-stakes game of life. 

 

Look! A quality test for hope is its fit, so hire a tailor to weave 
your vest. Designer hope, vintage inspired hope, woven with 
threads of garish reality, strands of fear, shards of dreams  
a contrast in color, in dust, in dim memory. 
Hope, sweetened by the passage of time. 

 

Wrap your cloak of invisibility ‘round you like armor;  
fade into the night, and join that envied flash mob of desire. 

 
Inspired by the April 11, 2014 Daily News story: Flash mob of women steal $20,000 
worth of sunglasses from California store



ACCORDING TO A MAHARISHI 

What’s a lass to do with not enough hours in the day 
not enough days in the week, too few weeks in the year 
and all ‘round her live people 
half-crazed and grumpy with fear? 
 

According to a maharishi, we should . . .   
Kiss a goat while our noses loiter above our feet. 

 
“Past time,” some say, to gauge the weight 
of a world tipped too far to the dark; 
the skewing of balance and poise now complete 
by the burden of woe, the load of hot tears 
the drain of anxiety, the crush of the years. 
With one voice the people cry out, 
“What can we do, where’s our escape?” 
 

According to a maharishi, they should . . .  
Kiss a goat while their noses loiter above their feet. 

 
It’s puzzling to think that the search for inner peace 
can be rammed into being by external distractions 
when an outward focus 
has been the problem all along. 
What hope can there possibly be? 
 

According to a maharishi, to find amity, we can . . .  
Kiss a goat while our noses loiter above our feet. 

  
 

Inspired by 4/9/17 A.P. news story: Goat Yoga Craze: Oregon Yoga Business Goes Viral,  
Selected as the featured poem for 2017 NaPoWriMo - Day 12. 
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LARK’S LAMENT 

 

It is not clear  

to my  

misting eyes 

when your  

beak 

popped the bubble 

and you  

flew away 

from the nest  

I struggled  

so  

to line. 
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BREATH 

 

 
Oh, sweet boy 
the hours I’ve spent 
gazing 
on the softness  
of your face. 
 
Time stretches 
stilling 
slowing 
your chest  
giving evidence 
of life 
in repose . . .  
your tiny lips pursed 
suckling, perhaps 
on a dreamed-of breast? 
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AGES & STAGES 

 
 

I. 
Cape-trailing 

Sword-waving 
Ringlets-tangling 

Tree-climbing 
Looneytune-giggling 
Seedling-sprouting. 

 
II. 

Dream-catching 
Rule-breaking 
Sulky-sainted 

Service-leading 
Character-swapping 

Sapling-straining. 
 

III. 
Hawkmachine-mender 

Justice-defender 
Marching-master 
Family-protector 

Childhood-warrior 
Adult-rooting. 
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THE BACARDI BITE 

 

Another gramma-perk 

waking  

new buds 

to  

subtle delights. 

See  

how he pulls 

even  

when her fingers 

squeeze the  

straw  

shut tight? 

It must be a family thing,  

this 

love  

of the  

Bacardi bite. 
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Longing 

 
I wonder . . . who has the tapes 
you recorded of family passing time? 
If I had those cassettes, I would pop them 
into my worn tape player to remind me 
of the sound of your voice. 
The years have dimmed your words’ timbre: 
they tumble end over end down the long lighted tunnel 
you took to go home. 
 
I can’t hear your voice anymore.  
 
If I close my eyes, I can feel  
your arms hugging me, the thump-thumping  
in your chest; I breathe in time to find your peace, 
remember the giggles, the songs and stories  
as you taught small fingers to shell  
peas and shuck corn, fold sheets,   
find middle C, read from St. James and Greek mythology.  
 
I can’t feel your heartbeat anymore. 
 
My hands feel your ghost fingers dance on mine, 
helping shape patty pan balls of dough . . .  
It rises and falls; and hands must shape dough yet again. 
I was fired unleavened, and now I search 
for the keys to unlock what you treasured in me. 
 
I need you to shape me still. 
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ON THE PASSAGE OF TIME 
 

 

When the flower bows her head,  
all is lost. 
The destruction of creation complete,  
with death-stroke swift and sure. 
 
 

Hold your horses, girl!  
That just means it's naptime!  

Remember Shakespeare, 
 knitting raveled sleeves of care? 

 
 
When the flower bows her head,  
joy is overcome. 
The gladness of life has gone, 
for the flower cannot face the sun. 
 
 

Sweet mercy, child!  
All she needs is some water! 

Girl! I said water! Not whiskey.  
Ah, hindsight -- must it always be 20/20?  
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HIDDEN KISSES 
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WIDDERSHINS 
 

Are you looking for a kiss?  
He laughing, spins me widdershins: 

For more than a quarter of a century 
we come together and split apart 
storm-tossed lovers 
seeking sanctuary 
like sine-waves 
oscillating 
in counterpoint 
in rare conjoining 
erratic moments, briefly timed. 

 
 

Are you looking for a kiss? 
He laughing, spins me widdershins: 

A flurry of enticement 
still-comfortable 
and familiar 
we sing our tune 
from long-ago 
it’s melody now deeper with age 
yet somehow rattled by worn-out 
dreams and lingering hopes, our fantasies. 

 
 

Are you looking for a kiss? 
He laughing, spins me widdershins: 

Our arms twine ‘round each other 
legs pressed close together 
foreheads touch and eyelids flutter 
subtle brush, a pilgrim’s kiss 
longing, fearing this haunting reminder 
of what could have been and sometimes still is 
now waking, a gasp, gentle relief 
for once this visitation happened only in dream. 
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IN THE EQUATION OF TIME 

 

Adding, subtracting from true solar blessing,  
a wandering hour dial teaches truth: watched clocks  
never chime. 
 
We met in dim evening hours under rising lunettes, and 
exchanged hidden embraces; 
poised on a barren verge overlooking the landscape  
littered by your adjustable potency.  
 
You shared yourself with abandoned glee, no balance 
spring controlled your efforts. And so  
I joined your wild ride, tossed aside dust-cap,  
no longer caring to hide the binding  
of movement, of joining. 
 
Time wound down, leaving a pair-case 
left plain, in odd reversal from the usual exterior,  
the interior blind to repeated alarums. 
Only muted pique secures stumbling feet,  
feet fumbling to pivot and forget the half-remember’d 
dream, the gadrooning yet in the grey. 
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TABLE SETTING 

 
Being on speaking terms with the value of shock, 
you might say I should have seen you coming  
with a 20-foot pole. 
 

Oh, that’s right. I did. 
 

No room left  
for the attraction of opposites,  
it overflowed 
with the mildewed remains  
of convenient contradiction. 
 

Such as? Oh, let’s see . . . 
 

Black leather chaps mocked your line cook existence,  
your escape to the icebox  
for hotbox surrender to unconfessed sins, and your 
gold-plated manners for when you played chef  
the well-polished silver blinding eyes  
to tarpaulin-covered piecemeal renovation, the mounded  
body bags of broken dreams.  
 

I tied on an apron, washed dishes and swept, poured wine, 
changed cassette tapes, lit tapers and wept. 
 

We played house, we played doctor, we played lawyer a lot; 
and sulked in our corners of tall-tale time outs, lips sealed from 
speaking: I love you! I need you! Listen to me! Replaced by a 
singular, stubborn belief  
so regularly shared by you, so unwisely ignored by me:  
 

All humans lie. 
 

Why do you hide?  
I’ll show you yours – will you show me mine? 
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THE ILL-FITTING PAN 
 

Part I:  
Mix equal parts of audacity and indulgence 
with a finely-spiked fork. 
Ignore the rising mushroom clouds — 
salty tears will tone those down. 
Add a pinch of leaven, 
sprinkle seasoned hope, 
breathe deeply once or twice . . . 
muse on risen dough. 
 
Interlude: 
Punch down the fears! 
 
Part II: 
Roll high mountains into level plains, 
Fill low valleys with seeds of ambition. 
Dream of better days and finer years 
reshaped by hands that pay the price 
for naming pipe dreams, 
and pointing out 
the castles in the sand. 
 
Finale: 
All that is left is to bake in hot fires 
this dough molded to an ill-fitting pan. 
 
The Unanswered Question: 
But who will slide her in? 
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ON PALM SUNDAY 
 

 
I opened my doors for business 
just reading Sacrifice and doing basic numerology. 
 

Thirty-three years. 
The years it took Sacrifice to go 
from  

Eternity’s darling 
a promise to creation 

to 
Shadow self 
an anonymous division 

without 
Confident beneficiaries 
Fragmented and scattered 

 

 
Thirty-three years. 
Barely long enough to establish a career. 
 

Understanding how Sacrifice  
could drive  
itself into irrelevance  
forever was,  
and will forever be 
Alpha,  

Omega,  
A study in creation 

Artifacts of religious lore. 
 

Parts of the story are simply lost, 
rendered extinct by entrenched politicking 
giving up hope, and unwise leave taking 
dispersing to greener pastures. 
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History tells a tale of  
warring factions, questionable  
decisions and  
strategic churn 
yet  

moments of charity 
and seconds of clarity 

keep the dream alive. 
 

The following is an account of Sacrifice’s ascent prior to the 
launch, the decline, and inevitable end: 

 

In many churches, 
Sacrifice includes a somber procession 

of assembled worshipers. 
 

Unfavorable climes 
Beget substitution of  

Sacrifice 
replaced by  
native trees, 

box, yew, willow, olive, 
flowering cherry. 

Considered symbols  
of triumph 
of victory. 

 
White-clad martyrs 

stand  
before the throne 

and burn each withy -- 
whipping  

straw effigies -- 
their Jack-‘o’-Lent  

figures 
stoned and abused. 
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Is this a revenge on the betrayal of Sacrifice? 
 Whose destruction prepares the Way? 

 

This solemn procession,  
a service of blessings, 

of Sacrifice saved  
from year to year. 

 
Burned, smeared,  
black and greasy, 

plucked from the chest, 
bile-filled innards, 

painted in mockery,  
and momentary regret. 

 

Notice!  
Not the deep scarlet red 

of true  
Sacrifice. 

 

I closed my doors to business 
Burned the book of Sacrifice,  
the building blocks  
of numerology. 
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A Friday Flower 

 

Memory fails, like falling petals 
drifting on early spring winds. I reconstruct the 
how, but not 
why . . .  
perhaps, a whim 
of Mother Nature’s eye? 
 

In the scurry of chores: 
fixing, mixing, mending, moving, painting, shifting,  
I drop to my knees, peering under  
the front porch floor;  
a glint of light.  Spring  
happens this way, at least for me. 
Remember? 

 

A light shines in the darkness. 
And the darkness shall not overcome it.  

 

No solo guttering flame to break 
the near-darkness: two tiny trillium  
plants cling together, 
straining towards the brilliance  
of a long, lighted tunnel.   
So . . . I rescued them, and  
you know how it goes  
when a plant thanks you  
for your help:  
 

From two dainty flowers come two hundred, 
A carpet of grace -- 
of gentle, quiet power. 
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CALL AND RESPOND – OR NOT. 
 

The lilies of the field, how handsomely clothed! Yet, they toil not. 
Should you do more? 
A sparrow falls to the ground! I see it’s limp, lifeless form. 
Why, then, do you cry? 
A woman’s essence drains and drips. I plug the hole. 
And yet, you scorn whom I heal? 

 

I call into the caucusing storm: Feed my people! 
And you respond: Let us go! 

 

A withered hand reaches, trembling. I re-form its broken shape. 
You decry the miracle in your eyes. 
Two fear-full, fear-filled men threaten safe passage. I cast the 
demons out. You send me away. 
Thousands gather in hope and hunger. From a loaf and few fishes, 
all are fed. And still, you doubt. 

 

I call into the caucusing storm: Feed my people! 
And you respond: Let us go! 

 

Outcast beggars stumble in sightless dark. I bring light to the world. 
You close your eyes to vision. 
Caverns of silent stone hold captive tongues. I make them hear and 
speak. You turn away. 
Unfruited fig tree withers in shame. I curse it in your stead. 
You can, too, but fail to understand. 

 

I call into the caucusing storm: Feed my people! 
And you respond: Let us go! 

 

A grieving widow’s tears land softly on the bier. I call her son to 
rise. You feel no fear. 
A desolate father pleads for his daughter. I bade her waken, open 
eyes. You recoil in gleeful laughter. 
The priest shrieks in pain. From dripping blade, I return his ear. 
Enough, I say! Listen, hear my words. 

 

I call over time into the caucusing storm: Feed my people! 
And still you respond: Let us go! 
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                  BUTTERFLY HOPE 
 

                           Bring delicate poised grace! 
                           Bring brief eternity’s grace. 
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THE CHALLENGE OF A TREE 
 

If you don’t like how things are, change it! You’re not a tree. ~Jim Rohn 
  
I 

Never! 
Thank you, Jim, 

for that piece of thinking. You are so 
very correct – I am not a tree! But, oh how I wished, 

dreamed, tried – in days now long gone 
Standing still while sun’s warmth creeps over my shoulder – feet 

loosely held by tattered sneakers: wriggling out, one by one, settling 
on 

spring’s thawing permafrosted ground. 
Shhhh….. 

Be 
still. 

Draw in deep breaths, let eyes flutter close: open only to what’s 
inside. 

Bird song chatters — never mind: trapped, you cry for escape. 
Freedom comes, 

but not without price. Fresh blades of grass sinking long, sturdy roots 
of bound energy 

d 
o 
w 
n 

ever down, 
deep in the ground: rooted, solid, long lost stability. Raise arms to the 

sky in homage, benediction, let the wind guide you as it would any leaf 
— leave control to the sky, just sway in the breeze 

only 
the breeze 

trust the firm solidity of packed earth below, grass tickling your feet, 
sky overhead, sun’s gentle heat 

trust inner knowing that change grows in time, ring by slow ring,  
as taught by the tree 
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The 

Contemplation 

Bench 
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EXERCISES IN THE ART OF HAIKU 

 
 

blood red splash in crystal glass — 
memory of night pales 

 
 
the way is the way, 
and both prince and pauper hop 
to cricket’s lonely rhyme  
 
 
smoky haze nestles 
a modesty veil to shield 
the twinkle of your star 
 
 
room of fettered nomads 
anchored by toes  
half-moon wobbles to full 
 
 
hook pierces her flesh 
one nibble too many 
 
 
winter mists on autumn reds,  
she tramps between the green 
 
 
seasonal spell which we timidly seek — 
green blade unfurls 
Selected for the 2017 Olympia Spring Arts Walk 
“Writing in the Rain” project. 
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About the 

Author 

 
A Pacific Northwest native, 
Shannon wrote her first poem at 
age eight, and has not stopped 
scribbling poetry and stories 
since, which she shares at 
tidbitsbyshannon.wordpress.com. 
 

Most of Shannon’s poems and stories take shape when she is 
out hiking or biking. Time spent wandering forested trails or 
along mountain ridges is the best mediator she has found for 
balancing conflicting concerns and finding a spot of peace.  
 

She Tramps Between the Green is her first poetry chapbook, and 
captures a day on the trail, moving from the outer to the inner 
world, and finally resting in a state of grace.  
 

 


